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Dwelling Type A, 41m² Office, 61m² Dwelling

Dwelling Type B, 61m²

Dwelling Type C, 41m² Office, 61m² Dwelling

Dwelling Type D, 41m²

1:200 Ground Floor Dwelling Office

1:200 First floor Living & Dinner Room

1:200 First floor Bedroom

1:200 First Floor Dwelling Office

1:200 Second floor Living & Dinner Room
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DETAIL 1 - 1:20 Section Bay window Prefab element

AXONOMETRIC 1a - Bay Window, Corner inside

DETAIL 2 - 1:5, Bay Window Vertical, Top Corner

DETAIL 3 - 1:5, Bay Window Horizontal, Bottom Corner

DETAIL 1 - 1:5, Bay Window Vertical, Top Corner

DETAIL 2 - 1:5, Bay Window Vertical, Bottom Corner

DETAIL 3 - 1:5, Bay Window Horizontal, Bottom Corner

AXONOMETRIC 1b - Bay Window, Corner Outside
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DETAIL 12

DETAIL 13

DETAIL 14

04 - 1:20 Section Window Etalage Element

DETAIL 12 - 1:5, Vertical Bay window Bottom corner

DETAIL 13 - 1:5, vertical window frame

DETAIL 14 - 1:5, vertical window frame bottom

DETAIL 15 - 1:5, Foundation

YEAR INTERIOR

Merbau window frame 139*76mm
Merbau window sill 15mm
HR++ glass
Fixed window frame
adjustment profile
multiplex lath 22mm
steel angle profile 80*65*8mm